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ABSTRACT: The performance of application is depending on backend calls like database calls and/or web services. As number of calls increases at backend side, the performance of application decreases as it calls and/or executes same query and/or procedure/functions multiple times. So it degrades performance. This problem can be solved by creating a batch of parameters, and by rewriting the query/procedure. It is based on program analysis and rewrite rules, for automate the generation of batched forms of procedures and replace iterative database calls within imperative loops with a single call to the batched form. Such manual rewriting is time-consuming and error prone. The program transformation method depends on data flow analysis which handles query executions within loops. At runtime, it can combine multiple asynchronous requests into batches. The author has used asynchronous query submission and batching technique together to improve performance gain. The author has proposed DBridge, a novel static analysis and program transformation tool to optimize database access. It implements these program transformation techniques for Java programs that use JDBC to access database. It uses the SOOT optimization framework for static analysis. The author has presented SOOT framework for optimizing Java bytecode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many database applications perform queries and updates from within procedural code that contains business logic. Parameter batching is an important technique to speedup iterative execution of queries and updates. It allows the choice of efficient set-oriented plans for queries and updates. Database applications perform queries and updates from within procedural code that contains business logic. The author has proposed a program transformation approach for rewriting applications to use batched parameter bindings. The transformation rules make use of information about inter-statement data dependencies gathered from static analysis of the program. The proposed program transformation rules are powerful enough to rewrite a large class of loops involving complex control flow and arbitrary level of nesting. DBridge is a program transformation tool based on Java applications that use JDBC API to access database. The tool performs static analysis of the input program and identifies opportunities for replacing iterative database access with set oriented access. Then it rewrites the application code and the embedded queries together for set oriented processing. DBridge is designed to be a source-to-source transformation tool, and to this end, it ensures readability and maintainability of the transformed code.

Iterative execution of parameterized SQL queries can be replaced by a batched form or set oriented form of the query. The performance of applications can be improved by asynchronous submission of queries. The author has proposed techniques based on program analysis and rewriting to prefetch the results of queries or Web service requests that are subsequently issued by a program.

In many applications, queries and updates to a database are frequently executed repeatedly, with different values for their parameters. Iterative execution plans of queries and updates are often very inefficient. It increases the network round trip so it degrades the performance of application. The performance of application can be improved by rewriting nested queries using set operations or query optimizer. The author has presented an approach which is based...
on program analysis as well as transformation, to automatically generate batched forms of procedures. An important technique to speed up repeated invocation of such procedures/functions is parameter batching which allows the choice of efficient set-oriented plans for queries and updates.

To perform effective optimizations, use method inlining and static virtual method call resolution which reduces the use of bytecodes. Java’s execution is safe which do not allow to access illegal memory accesses are checked for safety before execution. In some case it can be determined at compile-time. If we use annotation mechanism, then the Java Virtual Machine could speed up the execution by not performing these redundant checks. The SOOT framework provides a set of intermediate representations and APIs for optimizing Java bytecode. The SOOT framework produces bytecode from a source like javac compiler. It transforms and/or optimizes the code and produces new class files. This new bytecode can then be executed using any standard JVM implementation.

II. RELATED WORK

The program plans represents control and data dependences in a modularized form in which loops have been converted to recursion. The data dependence graphs are designed for the hierarchical analysis of dependence relations in programs. The control dependence representation has one major advantage over the data dependence graphs, in that the need to convert control dependence into guards is eliminated. The Data Flow Graph represents global data dependence at the operator level is called as atomic level. The Extended Data Flow Graph represents control and data dependence. It represents structured programs.

Java tool which performs significant optimizations on bytecode and produces new class files is Jax. Jax is application compression which removes unused methods and fields and the class hierarchy is compressed. It’s used to speed up optimizations. Java tools for manipulating bytecode like JTrek, Joie, Bit and JavaClass are constrained to manipulating Java bytecode in their original form. They do not provide convenient intermediate representations such as BAF, JIMPLE or GRIMP for performing analyses or transformations. To package Java application, there are a number of tools like Jax, DashO-Pro and SourceGuard which consists of code compression and/or code obfuscation. The author has not yet applied SOOT to this application area. He has plans to implement this functionality. The tools in Java native compilers category take Java applications and compile them to native executables. They build 3-address code intermediate representations, and some perform significant optimizations. To produce unoptimized C code and relies on GCC to produce the native code. Harissa produces C code but performs some method devirtualization and inlining first. Vortex is a native compiler for Cecil, C++ and Java which contains a complete set of optimizations. Marmot is also a complete Java optimization compiler. There are two types of Java compiler infrastructures namely Flex and Suif compiler system. Flex is a Java compiler infrastructure for embedded parallel and distributed systems which uses a form of SSA intermediate representation for its bytecode called QuadSSA. Suif compiler system possesses a front-end which translates Java bytecode to OSUIF code which is an object oriented version of Suif code which can express object orientation primitives.

The indexed nested loops operation is not modified, and continues to issue synchronous IO operations; the AIO performed earlier basically prefetches data, which reduces the probability of the synchronous IO blocking; and allows the disk subsystem to optimize fetching of data. The buffer can be refilled when it is empty (batch mode), or each time a record is removed from the buffer on completion of an asynchronous request (sliding window mode). Graefe also mentions that Microsoft SQL Server and IBM DB2 keep a fixed set of unresolved IO requests and IO is started concurrently for all these elements. Graefe [4] does not provide any experimental results. In contrast to the results in [4], our asynchronous iterator model allows entire subplans to be non-blocking.

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

This project uses Java as the target language, SOOT optimization framework and JDBC as the interface for database access. To implement the examples, it needs to perform data flow analysis of the given program and build the data dependence graph. The main task of program transformation and query optimization tool present which optimizes
program to reduce execution time. So it increases the performance of program by reducing execution time. The runtime library works as a layer between database API and application. It provides asynchronous as well as batched query submission. Features like thread management and connection pooling handled by this tool.

Figure 1- System architecture- Automatic Program Rewriting for Asynchronous and Batched Query Submission

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The system accepts JAVA program and generates Intermediate Representation (IR) and JIMPLE code. Then the system uses data analysis makes program transformation and query optimization. The user can modify JIMPLE code to change attribute values and save JIMPLE code. The system generates Java file from JIMPLE code. The system shows execution time of original and transformed file. The transformed file may require less time for execution because it makes batching of queries and this queries submit asynchronously. This uses connection pool and multithreading concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Before Program Optimization (time in Ns)</th>
<th>After Program Optimization (time in Ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Fileset 1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fileset 2</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fileset 3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Fileset 4</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Fileset 5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Fileset 6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fileset 7</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 - Dataset
Figure 2- Experiment 1 with execution time for original v/s program optimized files

As number of thread increases the execution time will reduces because each thread will get new database connection from connection pool.

V. CONCLUSION

This project uses SOOT framework which simplifies the task of optimizing Java bytecode. Query optimization is based on program analysis and transformation techniques. It gives significant benefits for database applications. This project proposes a program analysis and transformation based approach to automatically rewrite database applications to exploit the benefits of asynchronous query submission. It combines asynchronous submission with batching. It saves
total execution time by reducing network round trips (by batching multiple requests) versus overlapping execution of queries and reducing memory consumption (By using iterative query execution) versus set oriented execution of the query.

VI. FUTURE WORK

In future, this project can be extended to handle WEB service calls.
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